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English translation:  
 
Sadiqa: Salaam Alikum Fariba jan.1 Thanks for giving your time to us. I would like to ask 
a few short questions of you. Fariba jan, first of all introduce yourself to us. 
 

                                                 
1 Jan is dear. It is used with people’s names to show respect and love. 



Fariba: My name is Fariba Hamidi. I work for Noor Educational Center. 
 
Sadiqa: Fariba jan, what is your job here? 
 
Fariba: Librarian. I run the Nazu-ana Library in Noor Educational Center. 
 
Sadiqa: And how long has this been? 
 
Fariba: I have been working here for four years.  
 
Sadiqa: Okay. Fariba jan, could you tell us about your work experience in Noor 
educational Center? What kind of students come to you? Do you have students that come 
from school or university or those who have graduated? 
 
Fariba: Nazu-ana Library has three thousand books so far and from school students to 
housewives, any student who has membership in the library, comes and uses the books. 
They study in here or take it home. There are university students here, school students 
too, and housewives who use the Islamiyat (Islamic studies) books’ section.  
 
Sadiqa: Very well, Fariba jan. You said that students from schools come here too. Can 
you tell us which kind of books they use? 
 
Fariba: They use our general knowledge, poetry and literature section and reading 
(English reading) section. Also they use the English Language section because they study 
English classes. They use that section a lot.  
 
Sadiqa: Very well. And you said you have membership. So students are members.  
 
Fariba: Yes, that is true. 
 
Sadiqa: And people who have graduated too, can you tell us how do people gain 
membership? 
 
Fariba: We have a form. We give them the forms for Nazu-ana Library and we ask them 
to fill it in with their names, their fathers’ names and their complete address. Then we 
charge them fees, 100 Afghanis (almost $2 dollars) for six months. We charge them 100 
Afghanis because they should not tear the book they carry, and not destroy it. We want 
them to bring it back to us as it was given. And we have some expensive reference books 
that are for studying in the library only. They (students) should stay in the library and 
study it. And even if they want to take it home, we charge them 1000 or 1500 Afghanis as 
guarantee. After that we give them the book. After they have filled the forms, then we 
have a membership database for students. We record it there. We register and give them 
membership cards.  
 
Sadiqa: Very well. You mentioned a couple of women who don’t have jobs outside (are 
housewives) but take books from you.  



Fariba: They study it. 
 
Sadiqa: And you said that they use Islamiyat books.  
 
Fariba: Islamiyat section. 
 
Sadiqa: Yes. 
 
Fariba: Our Islamiyat section has several branches. They are all Islamic books but have 
different sections that includes Sirat (books about prophet’s life and sayings), Fiqah 
(Jurisprudence), Aqaayed (beliefs, books that discuss main parts of Islamic belief system 
and ideas), and Tafsir e Sharif (Holy Interpretation -- it is the Quran’s interpretation). 
Most women use the Sirat and Fiqah sections. They take (the books). They read them at 
home. They study. We give them more time because they don’t have enough time; for 
others it is eight days, for them twelve or ten days, so that they bring back the books in 
ten, twelve days. One more thing -- if there is one day delay and the book is with the 
student, we charge the students two Afghanis for one day. The longer they delay, the 
higher the fees they have to pay.  
 
Sadiqa: Very well. Fariba jan, there might be times when people can’t analyze the texts 
in the book. Is there someone in the library or in Noor Educational Center that people can 
go to after reading a book and studying it and ask her/him questions and find answers? 
 
Fariba: Yes. Ustad2 Kakar is the manager of Noor Educational Center and also the project 
manager for the library, and the students who have problems in the text, they consult  
Ustad Kakar. Ustad Kakar helps them in this part.  
 
Sadiqa: Very well. 
 
Fariba: Other activities of Nazu-ana Library consist of monthly meetings with library 
students. All students gather and we, give gifts from the center to students who have used 
books more then anybody else (who have read more books), and these students choose 
texts from the books that they liked, they choose texts and read those texts in that 
program. Then we also have another book called Hope of Youth the students, group of 
youth, have written it, the papers have been collected, we will, Inshallah, ask Ustad 
Kakar to observe it and will hopefully print it in near future. There is another student of 
ours who has done research in Islamiyat section in the library. He is writing a new 
Interpretation (of Holy Quran) and so far he has done five parts (of 30 parts of Holy 
Quran). Once in a week, we have the program to show educational movies for our 
English classes. We show cartoons to our younger students, and for older students we 
show educational movies related to their age, which are of course in different languages, 
either English or Dari. For children, we have the beginner students come in. We have 
little books for reading, which are very easy, easy. It starts from the beginning and they 
use it. In children’s section we also have toys that kids come and play with.  

                                                 
2 Ustad has several meanings -- teacher, professor, professional -- but here it is used as teacher.  
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